User activity fluctuations reflect the performance of online society. We investigate the statistical properties of 1-min user activity time series of simultaneously online users inhabited in 95 independent virtual worlds. The number of online users exhibits clear intraday and weekly patterns due to human's circadian rhythms and week cycles. Statistical analysis shows that the distribution of absolute activity fluctuations has a power-law tail for 44 virtual worlds with an average tail exponent close to 2.15. The partition function approach unveils that the absolute activity fluctuations possess multifractal features for all the 95 virtual worlds. For the sample of 44 virtual worlds with power-law tailed distributions of the absolute activity fluctuations, the width of singularity ∆α is negatively correlated with the maximum activity (p-value=0.070) and the time to the maximum activity (p-value=0.010). The negative correlations are not observed for neither the other 51 virtual worlds nor the whole sample of the 95 virtual worlds. In addition, numerical experiments indicate that both temporal structure and large fluctuations have influence on the multifractal spectrum. We also find that the temporal structure has stronger impact on the singularity width than large fluctuations.
Introduction
A massive multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) forms an online virtual world, where people can work and interact with one another in a somewhat realistic manner. Therefore, virtual worlds have great potential for research in the social, behavioral, and economic sciences [1] . For instance, we can embed evolutionary games in a virtual world to study the formation of human cooperation [2] and to understand the evolution of wealth distribution [3] . A pioneering work was done by Castronova, who traveled in a virtual world called "Norrath" and performed preliminary analysis of its economy [4] . Recently, there have been also efforts in the field of computational social sciences from a complex network perspective [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In addition to its scientific potentials, virtual worlds could act as nice places for real social activities, such as marketing [12] [13] [14] , and provide opportunities for players to make real money [15] .
The number of instant online users is an important indicator for scientific and commercial purposes. The number of registered users is closely related to the profit of an MMORPG company and the instant number of online users shows the degree of popularity of an MMORPG [16] . The number of instant online users is an analogue to various instant society flows [17, 18] . Moreover, we note that the online-offline activities of users have the power to identify game cheaters and the gaming session durations of the majority of normal users are distributed according to the Weibull distribution [19] , which deviates the power-law bursts of human activities in many social systems [20] . In addition, power-law behavior extensively exist in social and natural sciences [21, 22] , which is identified in our investigated data. In a word, it is meaningful to study the linear and nonlinear dynamics of the number of instant online users and duration between login and logoff moments. We mainly focus on the multifractal nature of the absolute fluctuations of user activities (the absolute increments of instant numbers of simultaneously online users) in this work.
Multifractals is ubiquitous in natural and social sciences [23] . Many different methods have been applied to characterize the hidden multifractal behavior of different social variables, such as the fluctuation scaling analysis [24, 25] , the structure function method [26] [27] [28] [29] , the multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MF-DFA) [30] [31] [32] , the multifractal detrending moving average analysis (MF-DMA) [33] , the partition function method [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , the multiplier method [39] [40] [41] , the wavelet transform approaches [42, 43] , and the microcanonical multifractal analysis [44, 45] , some of which are borrowed from the multifractal analysis of turbulence data. We apply the partition function approach to the absolute fluctuation time series of 1-min online user number to uncover the multifractal nature of the records in the present study.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data used in our study, including the time series of user activities and its fluctuations. Section 3 investigates the intraday patterns and weekly patters of user activities and Section 4 studies the probability distribution of the fluctuations of user activities |∆N|. We perform multifractal analysis of the user activity fluctuations based on the partition function approach and unfold the relationships between multifractal nature and the performance of virtual worlds. We summarize our findings in Section 6.
Data description
We use a huge database recorded from 95 servers of a popular MMORPG in China to uncover the patterns characterizing virtual worlds. Our data set contains all in-game action logs for 111 days from May 16 to September 4 in 2011. However, we mainly focus on the online-offline logs in this study. An entry is written to the log file when a user goes offline. Therefore, the entries in a log file are arranged according to an increasing order of logout moments. Each entry contains three pieces of information: the masked user ID, its login time, and its logout time. The resolution of the time stamps is 1 second. For each user, we collect all the associated entries. During this period, on average, there were more than 100 000 users created on each server. For security sake, the true user IDs have been encrypted into numbers from 1 to the ordinal number of the last ID for each virtual world.
We use 1-min number N i (t) of simultaneously online users as the user activity of the i-th virtual world. Considering the privacy of the data, we define a quantity n i (t) as a substitute for N i (t), which does not change the results,
where
in which N i,max is the maximum of the user activities N i (t) of the i-th virtual world:
Accordingly, the relative maximum 1-min number of online users can be calculated as follow:
We find that the majority of n i,max are greater than 0.8 and the mean is 0.8105, which indicates that there exist small differences in the maximum activity N i,max among most virtual worlds. Meanwhile, we have removed the abnormal activities (e.g. when the servers were scheduled for maintaining or during game version updating) of the 95 virtual worlds in order to ensure statistical significance. Fig. 1 illustrates the evolution of 1-min online user numbers for a typical server during the period under investigation. The maximum relative activity n i,max is reached at the beginning of the recording period. Especially, there exist two evident local humps in the plot around 2011/05/21 and 2011/07/20. These humps are mainly caused by some new marketing actions organized by the online game operators. We find that other curves almost share the same shape as in Fig. 1 except for some special dates, and the rest time series of the virtual worlds also have similar features. Fig. 2 illustrates the evolution of absolute fluctuations of online user activities, which is the absolute difference
One can find that the time series exhibits large fluctuations and intermittent behavior. In addition, Eq. (5) is a substitute of Eq. (6), which does not change the results. 
Intraday pattern and weekly pattern
In order to investigate the seasonal patterns in the time series of the online user activities, we calculate the average number A i (t) of online users as follows
where i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 95 and M i is the number of operating days in the i-th virtual world, n j i (t) is the 1-min relative number of online users, which is divided by its maximum at timet of day j as defined in Eq. (1).
We first determine the intraday patterns on working days respectively for Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, as presented in Fig. 3 . Roughly speaking, the five curves almost overlap and no remarkable differences are observed among these days. On average, the maximum number of online users is reached at around 21:00 p.m. after finishing dinner and before going to bed. After that the number of online users decreases gradually till about 6:00 a.m. on the next day. The time of low activity in virtual worlds is reminiscent of cell phone users in reality [21, 46] . Early in the morning around 5:00 a.m., players start to enter virtual worlds again and the number of online users increases. This increasing trend ends till 21:00 p.m., except for the afternoon during which the number of online users exhibits a plateau. The majority of players are young college students and young workers [47] . Generally speaking, they would like to finish their real-world tasks in the afternoon, getting ready for night or overnight game-playing. In addition, the relatively sharp drop of online user of the weekend curve is probably due to the fact that most of the player have to sleep normally in the Sunday evening so that they can have a normal life on Monday. A careful scrutiny unveils that the average number on Friday increases quicker after 17:00 and remains above other four curves from 18:00 to 24:00 for all virtual worlds, which is slightly different from the result of another game in 2007 in which the prominence of the Friday curve started after lunch [16] . The intraday pattern in Friday evening is explained by the fact that Fridays are followed by Saturdays and most of the players are free in weekends, while that in the Friday afternoon 17:00 is explained by the fact that most college students do not have courses and many official institutions have much less work to do, for instance, only a small part of the officials might have obligations. This Friday afternoon 17:00 pattern is expected to be idiosyncratic for MMORPGs played mainly by Chinese people. We also notice a sharp discontinuity in the Friday curve from the right end to the left end, which is trivial since the next moment after the midnight of Friday is before dawn on Saturday, which has higher activity than working days.
We then partition all the 111 days into two groups, one containing all working days and the other including all weekends and public holidays. The intraday patterns of these two groups of days are shown in Fig. 4 . At a first glance, the intraday patterns in weekdays and in weekends are quite similar, except that the users are more active on the weekends. The trend of online user number is consistent with the circadian rhythm of human activities. However, a significant difference appears from 15:00 p.m. to 18:00 p.m. between working days and holidays. At least for part of the players, game-playing is only part of their lives and they will hang out for other social activities, such as going shopping and arranging dinner with families, friends or colleagues. We now turn to investigate the weekly patterns of online user activities. The result is illustrated in Fig. 5 . We observe very nice "periodic" oscillations on a daily base with mild fluctuations. Each periodic oscillation exhibits two peaks, which is more prominent in the weekend curves. On average, the activity of virtual worlds decreases from Monday to Thursday and increases since Friday. One can also observe that the minimum of average number curve for weekend is slightly larger than other days, which is consistent with Fig. 3 . Although this weekly pattern is significant, it is sufficient to consider only the intra- day patterns for most quantitative analyses. These intraday and weekly patterns are quite similar for other virtual worlds. Because of the large number of independent game servers and the length of investigation period, our results can reveal reliably the common rules governing human dynamics. For instance, such circadian rhythms and weekly cycles are reported to generate universal macroscopic behaviors of humans [48, 49] .
Probability distributions of |∆N i |
The probability distribution of a random variable is of essential importance since it can fully determine the moments of the variable and may have a direct relationship to the multifractality of the time series [50] . In this section, we will study the empirical probability distributions of |∆N i | of all the 95 virtual worlds.
We computed the empirical probability distributions of |∆N i | for all the 95 virtual worlds and found that a large part of the distributions have power-law tails:
when |∆N i | ≥ |∆N i | min , where β i is the power-law tail exponent, |∆N i | min is the lower bound of the scaling range of the powerlaw decay, and C i is the normalization factor. Fig. 6 illustrates the empirical complementary cumulative distributions P(|∆N i |) of |∆N i | for three virtual worlds. Evident power-law tails are observed. However, the objective detection and characterization of power-law tails is not straightforward due to the large fluctuations in the tails of the distributions. In particular, standard methods such as the least-squares regression on log-log scales are known to produce systematically biased estimates of the parameters for power-law distributions and thus should not be used under most circumstances [22] .
To have a deeper understanding of the tail behavior, we need to conduct an objective analysis. Based on the Kolmogorov- Smirnov test, Clauset et al. proposed an efficient quantitative method to test if the tail has a power-law form and, if so, to estimate the power-law exponent β i for the data greater than or equal to a threshold |∆N i | min [22] . We describe briefly the method, which has been extensively applied in many fields. Because the values of |∆N i | are positive integers, we mainly focus on the discrete case. Under the assumption of probability distribution form of |∆N i | described in Eq. (8), by calculating the normalizing constant, one finds that
is the generalized or Hurwitz zeta function and the variable m in Eq. (10) is the number of data points that |∆N i | ≥ |∆N i | min . In addition, the complementary cumulative distribution is:
One can then determine the estimates of |∆N i | min and β i [22] . The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (KS) is defined as:
where F(|∆N i |) is the cumulative distribution of the absolute fluctuations of online user activities and F PL (|∆N i |) is the cumulative distribution of the best power-law fit. The lower bound |∆N i | min is determined by minimizing the KS statistic. Then the power-law tail exponent β i of the data in the range |∆N i | ≥ |∆N i | min can be estimated using the maximum likelihood esti- 
The standard error σ β i of the power-law exponent β i is derived from a quadratic approximation to the log-likelihood at its maximum, which reads
Following Clauset et al. [22] , to check whether the powerlaw tail is a plausible fit to the absolute fluctuations of virtual world activities, we perform the bootstrap test. In doing so, we generate 2500 realizations of power-law distributed synthetic data sets with the scaling parameter β i and the lower bound |∆N i | min equal to those of the distribution that best fits the observed data. Note that, if we wish the p-values to be accurate within about ǫ of the true value, we should generate at least 1 4 ǫ −2 synthetic data sets [22] . Thus, if we wish the pvalue to be accurate to about 2 decimal digits, we would choose ǫ = 0.01, which implies that we should generate about 2500 synthetic sets. We fit each synthetic data set individually to its own power-law model and calculate the statistic KS sim for each realization relative to its own model, which is as follows:
where F sim is the cumulative distribution of the synthetic realization. We calculate the fraction of resulting simulation statistics being larger than the value of the empirical data, that is,
where the numerator is the number of realizations with KS sim >KS and L sim = 2500 is the number of synthetic realizations. Applying these approaches to the absolute fluctuations of virtual world activities, we identify 44 cases out of the 95 virtual worlds that have power-law tails, in which the p-values are greater than 5%. The determined characteristic parameters |∆N i | min , |∆N i | tail , β i and σ β i are presented in Table 1 . We find that the power-law tail exponent mainly concentrates in the range [2.2, 2.5], while the minimum threshold |∆N i | min mainly concentrates in the range [6, 14] and [22, 38] and the number of observations in the power-law part of the distribution |∆N i | tail fluctuates a lot. Furthermore, Table 1 shows that there are only six p-values less than 0.1 and most p-values are greater than 0.2. We also find that the tail exponent β i is small if |∆N i | min is large. A simple linear regression shows that
where a 0 = 2.401 and a 1 = −0.0097 and the adjusted R-square is 0.24. The estimated values of the two coefficients a 0 and a 1 are significantly different from 0 with the p-values less than 0.1%.
Multifractal analysis

Partition function approach
We apply the partition function approach to unveil the multifractal nature of the fluctuations of online user activities. De- 
The box sizes s are chosen such that V = [T/s] = T/s. The measure µ on each box is constructed as follows:
We can calculate the partition function χ q [37] :
and expect it to scale as
where the exponent τ(q) is the mass scaling exponent function. The local singularity strength α of the measure µ and its spectrum f (α) are related to τ(q) through the Legendre transformation [37] :
When µ(v; s) ≪ 1 and q ≫ 1, the corresponding value of the partition function χ will be too small such that the computer becomes "out of memory". To overcome this problem, we can calculate the logarithm of the partition function lnχ q (s) rather than the partition function itself, together with a simple manipulation of Eqs. (19) and (20), which results in the following formula [51] :
Empirical results
Plots (a-c) of Fig. 7 show the dependence of the partition function χ q (s) on the box size s for different values of q in loglog coordinates for three virtual worlds. We find that the partition functions χ q (s) scale as excellent power laws with respect to s, with the scaling range spanning about three orders of magnitude. The mass exponents τ(q) are estimated by the slopes of the linear fits to ln χ q (s) with respect to ln s for different values of q, which are shown in Fig. 7(d) . One observes that there is no evident linear relationship between τ(q) and q for all the three examples, which is concluded due to the deviation of the τ(q) curves of the origin time series from the counterpart τ(q) curves of the shuffled time series that are linear. The nonlinearity of the mass exponent functions indicates that the online user fluctuations exhibit multifractal nature. According to the Legendre transformation, we numerically determine the singularity strength functions α(q), which are the first-order derivatives of the corresponding τ(q) functions, and the multifractal functions f (α). The results for α(q) are illustrated in Fig. 7(e) . One finds that the α(q) function of the second time series is greater than the rest two functions when q ≥ 2, which corresponds to the difference in the multifractal singularity spectra f (α) shown in Fig. 7(f) . The nonlinearity of α(q) and the broad spectrum of f (α) are both hallmarks of multifractality. We note that online user fluctuations in other virtual worlds also exhibit evident multifractal nature.
Multifractality and system performance
We now turn to investigate if there are any relationships between the multifractal nature of online user fluctuations and the performance of virtual worlds. The most often used conventional measure for quantifying the degree of multifractality is the width of singularity spectrum, which can be calculated as follows,
although alternative measures are also used in some cases [52, 53] . The wider is the singularity spectrum ∆α, the stronger is the multifractality in the time series. We find that the width of singularity spectrum ∆α concentrates in the range [0. 3, 0.6] . This observation confirms that all the 95 time series associated with the 95 virtual worlds exhibit multifractal nature [50] . Further, we adopt two measures to quantify the performance of the virtual worlds. The first performance measure is the time elapsed for a new world to reach its maximum activity n i,max , denoted by t i,max . There are 53 (55.79%) virtual worlds whose t max values are less than one day and the mean is 2.697 days, indicating a very fast growth of users after a new world is created in a server. However, there are also a small amount of virtual worlds whose t max values are greater than 5 days. The second performance measure is the relative maximum activity n i,max for each virtual world, as defined in Eq. (4).
We propose the following linear relationship
where a 0 , a n and a t are the regression coefficients. We perform least-squares robust linear regressions of Eq. (25) for three samples: all the 95 virtual worlds, the 44 virtual worlds whose activity fluctuation distributions have power-law tails, and the rest 51 virtual worlds whose activity fluctuation distributions do not have power-law tails. The estimated coefficients a 0 , a n and a t are presented in Table 2 , together with the associated p-values. We find that only the relation for the 44 virtual worlds with power-law tail distributions in the activity fluctuations is statistically significant. For this sample, the F-statistic is 3.868, the p-value is 0.029, the R 2 is 0.159, and the adjusted R 2 is 0.118. Furthermore, n i,max is different from 0 at the 7% significance level and t i,max is different from 0 at the 1% significance level. Table 2 : Testing the possible dependence of the width of singularity strength ∆α i on the maximum relative activity n i,max and the time t i,max to the maximum relative activity using a linear equation (25) . The sample "All" contains all the 95 virtual worlds under investigation. The sample "PL" contains the 44 virtual worlds with power-law activity fluctuation distributions. The sample "Non-PL" contains the 51 virtual worlds with non-power-law distributions in the activity fluctuations.
Sample a 0 p 0 a n p n a t p t Adj-R Table 2 shows that, for the 44 virtual worlds with powerlaw activity fluctuation distributions, the activity fluctuations exhibit stronger multifractality if the users grow faster after the virtual world is set up. In addition, there is a weak effect that virtual worlds with high user activities might have weaker multifractality. These two effects are indeed consistent with each other and an intuitive interpretation is store. When there are less active users and the virtual system reaches maturity faster, the user activity may fluctuate relatively severely, which results in larger intermittence and stronger multifractality.
The components of multifractality in |∆N i (t)| series
Generally speaking, understanding the components of multifractality is an important and subtle issue. There are a wealth of studies showing that multifractal nature is usually attributed to the influence of temporal structure (linear correlation and nonlinearity) and fat-tailedness in the probability distribution [32, 50, 54] . In addition, one can quantitatively determine the contribution of the temporal structure and the fat-tail components through the singularity width ∆α of the multifractal spectrum.
To understand the impact of the temporal structure, we shuffle the |∆N i (t)| series 100 times and determine their singularity spectra [55] [56] [57] . For each point on the τ(q), α(q) and f (α) curve of the shuffled data, τ(q), α(q) and f (α) are the arithmetic averages of the respective 100 values of the shuffled data. And the almost invisible error bar is the corresponding standard deviation which is extremely close to zero. The results are depicted in Fig. 7 . One can find that the singularity width of shuffled data shrinks remarkably by observing Fig. 7(f) . These observations imply that the temporal structure (linear correlation and nonlinearity) of the |∆N i (t)| series has a crucial impact on the singularity width ∆α.
In addition, given that some |∆N i (t)| time series have broad distributions of fluctuations which can be observed in Fig. 2 , it is natural to conjecture whether the large fluctuations have remarkable contribution to the observed multifractality of |∆N i (t)|. In financial markets, the null hypothesis that the reported multifractal nature stems from the large price fluctuations cannot be rejected [58] . To investigate the impact of broad distributions of fluctuations on the singularity width ∆α of the multifractal spectrum, one can either remove large values [59] or generate surrogate data [50, [54] [55] [56] [57] . We have followed the first idea and constructed the truncated time series by eliminating the largest ρ% of |∆N i (t)|. For convenience, the resulting data are termed as truncated data. We have generated 13 truncated data sets with the truncation percentage ρ spanning from 0 to 12 with a spacing step of 1. The dependence of the singularity width ∆α trun on ρ is illustrated in Fig. 8 . The singularity width ∆α drops dramatically after removing the top 1% data and then decreases smoothly with increasing ρ, which remains at a relatively high level. For each value of ρ, the truncated data are shuffled to generate 100 shuffled truncated data sets. For each shuffled truncated data set, we determine its average singularity width ∆α shtr , which is very close to 0. The results are also presented in Fig. 8 for comparison. These analyses indicate that large values in the |∆N i (t)| series have a significant impact on ∆α, which is however not the unique influencing factor. The temporal structure of the truncated series is also a strong factor on its multifractality. What's more, we have investigated the components of multifractality in other virtual worlds and observed similar results.
Conclusion
In summary, we first characterized the basic properties of the time series of 1-min instant number of online users or user activity N i (t) of 95 independent virtual worlds of an MMORPG inhabited in different servers. We confirmed the presence of intraday patterns and weekly patterns in user activities, which are common traits in human dynamics due to circadian rhythms and weekly cycles [16, 21, 48, 60] . Based on an effective approach proposed by Clauset et al. [22] , we identified that there are 44 time series of absolute activity fluctuations |∆N i (t)| following power-law distributions in the tails. We estimated that the power-law tail exponent mainly concentrates in the range [2.2, 2.5].
In order to detect the multifractality in absolute activity fluctuations |∆N i (t)| and its relation to the performance of virtual worlds, we have performed multifractal analysis of |∆N i (t)|, based on the partition function approach. We found that all the 95 time series exhibit evident multifractal nature. We further found the width of singularity strength ∆α is negatively correlated with the maximum activity n i,max at the significance level of 7% and with the time to the maximum relative activity t max at the significance level of 1% for the 44 virtual worlds with power-law tailed distributions in their absolute activity fluctuations. Our findings show that the strength of multifractality in the absolute user activity fluctuations reflects to some extent the selforganized behavior of complex socioeconomic systems and is able to quantify their evolution behaviors.
Additionally, we find both temporal structure and large fluctuations contribute to the multifractality of the |∆N i (t)| series, while the temporal structure plays a major role. However, we should note that these analyses unveil only the mechanical sources of multifractality originated from other statistical properties of the time series, which does not provide a physical mechanism. Further studies are required to understand the mechanism that causes the emergence of multifractality in the fluctuations of user activities by agent-based modelling.
